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The structurally similar neuropeptides and hormones oxytocin (OT) and arginine vasopressin (AVP) play significant and complex
roles in modulating a range of social behaviours, including social recognition and bond formation. Although OT has well-known
roles in facilitating prosocial behaviors and enhancing emotion recognition, AVP has received increasing interest for diverging
effects on social cognition behaviour most notably in males. The current study aimed to determine whether AVP also modulates
the ability to understand emotion. Using a randomised double blind procedure, 45 healthy young males received either an AVP
or placebo nasal spray and completed the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test (RMET). In contrast to previous findings, there were
no significant differences observed in performance on the RMET between AVP and placebo groups, even after examining items
separated by task difficulty, emotional valence, and gender. This study provides diverging evidence from previous findings and
adds to the growing body of research exploring the influence of neuropeptide hormones in social behaviour. It demonstrates that
in this sample of participants, AVP does not enhance the ability to understand higher order emotion from others. Implications and
suggestions for future AVP administration studies are discussed.

1. Introduction

A burgeoning amount of research in the field of social
neuroscience has highlighted the importance of the neu-
ropeptides oxytocin (OT) and arginine vasopressin (AVP)
in the control of mammalian social behaviour [1]. Both
peptides are structurally similar, differing by only two amino
acids, are synthesised in the hypothalamus, and stored via
the posterior pituitary for peripheral and central release [2].
The single OT receptor and three AVP receptors (AVP1a,
AVP1b, and AVP2) are widely distributed throughout the
central and peripheral nervous system [3], particularly in
limbic regions.They can additionally act as neuromodulators,
influencing neurotransmission. For example, AVP acts on the
AVPR1b receptor in the anterior pituitary to enhance cortisol
secretion.

Although much research has exclusively focused on the
role of OT in social cognition and behavior (for review see
[1]), studies in animal models utilising AVP have demon-
strated more specific effects on enhancing effects on social

memory, or recognition, and bond formation [4–6]. In
humans, we previously demonstrated that AVP nasal spray
administration enhances recognition of previously seen emo-
tional faces [7] and words [8] in healthy males. Thompson
and colleagues showed that AVP enhances facial responses
to neutral facial stimuli in men [9] as well as demonstrating
sexually dimorphic effects in men and women on affiliative
and aggressive facial motor responses to unfamiliar faces of
the same sex [10]. Of particular note, neural evidence suggests
that intranasal AVP administration alters activity in the tem-
poroparietal junction when processing social information, a
key area for theory of mind tasks [11], and potentially alters
medial prefrontal cortex connectivity to the amygdala during
exposure to emotionally negative faces [12]. Taken together,
these findings suggest that intranasal AVP may modulate
social cognitive functioning at both behavioral and neural
levels.

The role that these neuropeptides play in social cognition
is of particular interest, as it has been a key argument for
the use of OT as a therapeutic in psychiatric disorders
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where social cognition deficits are a key characteristic. For
example, Domes and colleagues [13] demonstrated that OT
administration improves the ability of healthy males to
identify emotions from photographs of the eye regions of
faces using the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test (RMET;
[14]), a finding that we replicated in male adolescents with
autism spectrum disorders [15]. However, it has been noted
that AVP and its analogues have affinity across not only the
three AVP receptors but also the OT receptor [16]; it may be
that the administration of AVPmay exert similar behavioural
and neural effects to OT in some contexts due to cross-
reactivity of AVP on the OT receptor.

Recently, Uzefovsky and colleagues [17] examined the
effects of intranasal AVP on the recognition of emotions,
finding that AVP decreased performance on the RMET;
performance was particularly worse under AVP for photos
of males or photos depicting more negative emotions. The
authors argued that this finding is in line with the effects of
AVP on aggression-related social behaviors in males. This
divergent finding, compared to previous results from OT
administration studies, has significant implications for the
use of AVP in decreasingmale social cognitive ability and use
for these neuropeptides as therapeutics in disorders of social
cognitive deficit. We thus aimed to replicate this finding in a
sample of healthy adult males.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. Participants. Forty-five healthy young adult male stu-
dents from the University of Sydney (age = 18–60 years; mean
= 21.96; SD = 7.05) were randomly assigned in a double-
blind manner to receive either 20 International Units (I.U.)
of AVP (𝑛 = 21) or placebo (PL; 𝑛 = 24) (three participants
from the original sample of forty-eight participants [7]
did not complete the RMET and were thus not included
in any analyses for the present study). Nasal sprays were
developed by a compounding chemist (AVP purchased from
Link Pharmaceuticals, Australia), with an identical placebo
containing all ingredients except the active AVP. Exclusion
was determined from a brief self-report interview by a trained
experimenter.The exact protocols for inclusion/exclusion cri-
teria, nasal spray administration, and procedures for consent
have been reported elsewhere [7]. Briefly, participants were
required to be free of any mental or physical illness and
refrain from consuming alcohol and caffeine on the day of
the experiment and food and drinks (other than water) for
two hours prior to the experiment. Ethical approval was
provided by theUniversity of SydneyHumanResearch Ethics
Committee (11693), and written consent was obtained from
each participant after being provided a full description of the
study.

2.2. Materials and Procedure. Questionnaires completed by
participants prior to nasal spray administration were the
Brief Fear of Negative Evaluation [18], to assess specific social
concerns, the Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scale [19], and
the Profile of Mood States (POMS; [20]) to track changes in
mood.

After completing questionnaires, participants self-ad-
ministered a nasal spray (either AVP or placebo); 45 minutes
later they completed a second POMS, and a test battery
comprising of two recognition tasks [7, 8] and the RMET.
The RMET [14] assesses one’s ability to read emotions from
solely the eye regions from photographs of affective facial
expressions. It is a widely used test of emotion recognition in
healthy [13] and clinical [14, 15] populations.The test consists
of 36 black-and-white photographs of the eye regions of male
and female faces. Participants choose one of four descriptor
words (three distracters and one correct) that describe the
mental state of the person in the photograph. Stimuli were
presented in the same sequence for each participant on a
24 inch computer monitor. Results were calculated as the
number of items correct as a percentage of the overall number
of items.

The following day, participants self-reported any possible
side effects due to drug administration and beliefs about
which drug they believed they had received.

3. Results

Independent samples t-tests revealed no significant differ-
ences betweenAVP andPL groups in age, depression, anxiety,
stress, fear of negative evaluation, or anymood subscale; all 𝑃
values > 0.05. Chi-squared analyses run on number and type
of reported side effects revealed no significant differences
between groups (exact details have been previously reported
in [7]); 𝑃 > 0.05. Additionally, as we have previously
reported, most participants believed they had received the
placebo spray, with a trend for this belief to be slightly higher
in the AVP group [7].

Total performance on the RMET, calculated as percentage
correct, did not significantly differ between groups (mean ±
SD: AVP = 77.12 ± 9.29; PL = 78.82 ± 11.26; t(43) = 0.55; 𝑃 =
0.59; Cohen’s d = 0.16). Items were then divided in smaller
subsets according to difficulty (easy or hard; [13, 15]), valence
(negative or positive mental state), and gender of photo [17],
scored as percentage correct within each subset. Compared to
the PL group, AVP did not result in any significant differences
when separating items by difficulty, valence, or gender; all 𝑃
values > 0.05.

4. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effects of
intranasal AVP on emotion recognition in healthy males and
compare findings to those recently reported by Uzefovsky
et al. [17]. In contrast to these findings, we demonstrated
no effect of AVP administration on RMET performance;
participants in the AVP and PL groups exhibited similar
ability to detect emotion from eye regions of faces. This
was evident even when examining subset of items that were
separated by difficulty, valence, and gender.These findings are
also in marked contrast to the noted beneficial effects of OT
on social cognition in healthy and autistic males [13, 15].

Recent human administration studies have shown that
AVP enhances reflexive agonistic facial motor responsiveness
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to same-sex neutral faces in males but affiliative motor
responses in females [9, 10].We have also previously reported
findings in this same sample of participants that AVP admin-
istration alters human cognition on tests of emotional mem-
ory and word recognition [7, 8]. Thus, the observed results
cannot be due to a failure of the AVP nasal spray to alter
other aspects of cognition. Additionally, there were no other
differences in task design or study procedure between the
present study and the study described byUzefovsky et al. [17].
It is also worth noting that the original RMET stimuli were
not analysed separately by gender or facial expressions. As we
have recommended elsewhere [21], further research aiming
to specifically explore the effects of gender and different types
of facial expression should use an established test battery for
these categories that employ full-face photographs. However,
given the large effect sizes reported in the latter study (Cohen’s
𝐷 between 0.72 and 0.91) and the results we present, the
effects of AVP on human social cognition need to be further
tested in larger samples to examine the robustness of either
finding.

Previous AVP research has argued for a specific regula-
tion of male social behaviour. In comparison to OT, AVP
is in greater supply in males and is mainly regulated via
interactions with androgen, as well as estrogen, receptor
mechanisms [22]. The administration of AVP also appears
to have stronger effects in males in animal models [23].
Studies examining genetic polymorphisms in AVP receptors
and measuring plasma AVP levels have also shown specific
AVP relevant associations with the capacity of male humans
to form and maintain relationships [24, 25]. These findings
are particularly of interest considering that disorders of social
deficit, like autism spectrum disorders, have dramatically
higher prevalence rates in males [26].

Compared to the plethora of OT research in humans (see
recent review in [1]), studies examining the effects of AVP
administration on subsequent social processes have been
more limited. As such, it is more difficult to hypothesise why
we did not observe a difference between AVP and placebo
groups in emotion recognition performance. However, simi-
lar to evidence emerging fromOT administration studies, the
effects of AVPmay bemodulated by individual difference and
context factors [27]. A recent study examined the effects of
basal AVP and exogenousAVP administration on subsequent
social cognition in men and women with PTSD [28]. The
authors found that men administered AVP demonstrated
faster attention to their partner’s expression of anger than
menwho received placebo,with nodifferences betweendrugs
in women. Interestingly, this effect was specific to partner
expressions of anger and not to expressions of anger in a
stranger. Thus, the authors concluded that, like OT, AVP
does not simply increase the salience of social stimuli, but
rather effects are dependent on contextual and individual
difference factors. In that study, faster attentional engagement
with a partners expressions may represent greater partner
bonding; as AVP has been implicated in facilitating pair
bonding in rodents [29], these results provided somewhat
homologous evidence in humans. Additional factors thatmay
have contributed to increasing variance on emotion recog-
nition performance include personality traits, social context,

and genetic polymorphisms of OT andAVP receptor variants
[30]. Thus, we suggest that future studies should consider
these potential individual difference factors as an additional
component to determineAVP efficacy in particular social and
emotional tasks, in larger powered studies.

It should be noted that we did not recruit clinical patients
with clear social impairments. Our results, therefore, do not
directly determine whether AVP does have clinical utility as
a treatment for social problem. It should also be noted that
we employed a relatively small male sample. Although the
sample size was comparable to previous studies in this area
[13, 17], the large 𝑃 values observed indicate that there was
not any effect of AVP administration and thus could not be
attributed to a lack of statistical power.We therefore conclude
that, in this sample of male students, AVP does not affect the
ability to understand emotions from the eyes of others.
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